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One only has to peruse the latest conference programs, journal
table of contents, or recent scientific press to come away with

the sense that mass spectrometry is equivalent to big data. Certain-
ly in the fields of proteomics, metabolomics, and even petroleum-
omics, the incredible advances in mass spectrometry technology
have demonstrated an uncanny ability to reduce complex biolog-
ical mixtures to their smallest components. When combined with
advances in bioinformatics, the amount of data that can be gener-
ated and mined from these samples using mass spectrometry is
truly amazing.

Yet, there remain areas where mass spectrometry has value
outside of the big data tent— areas such as in the study of nucleic
acids. Because nucleic acids are composed primarily of four basic
building blocks—adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine (DNA)
or uracil (RNA), genomic technologies have proven to be the
analytical methods of choice for their analysis. In fact, one might
argue that it was approaches such as Sanger and NextGen sequenc-
ing that introduced big data into the realm of science. Because
mass spectrometry is not the method of choice for big data gener-
ation from nucleic acids, they are often underserved and even
underappreciated by the mass spectrometry community.

BNucleic Acids in the Gas Phase,^ edited by Valerie Gabelica,
takes on the task of telling the story of how mass spectrometry can
reveal important information about these biomolecules, even in a
small data format. As our scientific understanding of nucleic acids
continues to grow— revealing that the biological function is much
more than just the primary sequence—the present work is timely
and a story worth telling. Although a relatively small collection (10
chapters comprising almost 300 pages), the assembled chapter
authors are all recognized experts in their fields of study, and the
volume has a distinctly European feel in both the material covered
and the contributing author list.

Likemany books of this type, it has been divided into two parts;
the first focuses on Methods and the second deals with Applica-
tions. The chapters in this first part are less of a Bhow-to^ guide as
opposed to a broad discussion of the types of structural studies one
can perform on nucleic acids (or their individual building blocks)
within the gas phase. The volume begins with an introductory
chapter (1) on nucleic acids from the editor, providing the expected
chemical description of nucleic acid building blocks along with a

meaningful bridge into the utility of mass spectrometry for nucleic
acid analysis. Chapter 2 then moves nucleic acids into the gas
phase via a fast-paced and rather broad overview of the ionization
methods used. Although this chapter will not provide a reader
outside of mass spectrometry with guidance on which ionization
method should be used for a particular analysis need, it is well
supported with numerous citations to the primary literature and is
quite helpful for those in the field of mass spectrometry who seek
more guidance on nucleic acid ionization.

The remaining four chapters in Part I are organized in pairs.
Chapters 3 and 6 detail structural methods oriented around classic
physical properties (ion mobility and collision-induced dissocia-
tion (CID), respectively). The intervening chapters (Chapters 4 and
5) describe structural characterization using spectroscopic ap-
proaches, with a significant physical chemistry bend in both chap-
ters. Chapter 3 is a delight for those interested in understanding
how gas-phase structures of nucleic acids are determined through
the marriage of computational and experimental approaches. Im-
portantly, newer technologies, such as ionmobility, are included in
this chapter. Similarly, Chapter 6 is a thorough discussion of the
main tool of mass spectrometrists for biomolecule structure, name-
ly CID-tandem mass spectrometry. The key experimental aspects
of DNA, RNA, andmodified nucleic acid gas-phase fragmentation
are discussed, and one can envision these two chapters being used
to supplement a lecture or two in a graduate course focused on
mass spectrometry. Chapters 4 and 5 are best viewed together, both
because of the strong physical chemistry emphasis of each chapter
and because the spectroscopic techniques are similar. Chapter 4 is
more concerned with the use of electrons and photons for probing
the physical-chemical nature of nucleic acid building blocks,
whereas chapter 5 supplements that view with gas-phase UV and
IR of both the building blocks and smaller oligonucleotides.

Part II – Applications – balances nicely the four structural
methods chapters with four chapters illustrating how these
methods are used by research leaders in the field. The application
chapters range from the relatively mature areas of using mass
spectrometry for detection of modified RNAs (Chapter 7) or
quantification of DNA adducts (Chapter 8) into the more recent
studies examining ligand binding (Chapter 9) or nucleic acid
secondary and tertiary structures (Chapter 10). Not surprisingly,
the majority of the material covered in most of these chapters is a
summary of the chapter author’s own work in the field. In keeping
with the approach used in Part I, these chapters seek to emphasize
the type of information one obtains from nucleic acids by using
mass spectrometry, more than providing the reader with a discus-
sion of how to perform such experiments. The combination of Key
Concepts, which conclude each chapter, and the extensive bibli-
ography allow each chapter to stand alone depending on the needs
and interests of the reader.

While the volume succeeds in its overall goal to expose the
reader to the breadth of information that can be gleaned from
nucleic acids using mass spectrometry, it is less clear that the book
shall be used as stated in the introduction, where the objective was
to bridge the gap between the communities of the physical chemist
with those of the biochemist, biologist, and pharmacologist. As all
of the authors are on the technology side, each chapter is written in
a language that is familiar to the practicingmass spectrometrist, butCorrespondence to: Patrick A. Limbach; e-mail: pat.limbach@uc.edu



is less accessible to the biologist or pharmacologist at the bench. In
addition, some of the described applications are so specific or
require such specialized instrumentation, it is hard to imagine
how a biologist would know where to begin. Moreover, several
of the more exciting developments in the field that have an essen-
tial mass spectrometry component—such as the discovery of reg-
ulated DNA and RNA modifications—are missing altogether. But

such concerns are minor, as the book succeeds in revealing the
power of mass spectrometry to examine complex polyanionic
compounds in the absence of solvent, and, by measuring
(primarily) the intrinsic mass-to-charge ratio of charged ions, to
reveal key biophysical and bioanalytical information. Even in a
small data format, this information advances our understanding
and appreciation of nucleic acid structure and function.
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